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From:

Centro de Estudios sobre Africa y Medio Oriente <ceamo@cenlal.lnf.cu>
To:
phyllie@lafrica.com <phyllie@lafrica\cqm>
Date:
Monday, September 27, 1999 3:59 PM
Subject: sticks & stones may break my bones

Date: 23/09199
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Thursday 23 September:
Phyllie:
I'm sorry if my last E-Mail only consisted of 8 pages.
I assure you that in my computer's format it was more
than 10. P-nyway, I know you only usually browse through
my messages, not reading all of them, and then handing
them to someone else for that someone else to point to
you certain highlights that you have overlooked. That's
life -- what?.

G

Broke as I am (but not broken) I have ping-ponged back
and forth in my feverish mind some marketing ideas that
might be of help for your diary/calendar. I have come up
with two: they are probably unpractical, or just a long
shot, but there they go anyway.
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Since the diary/calendar is in fact a piece on South
African HISTORY, you might try & look for support from
some institution dealing with history and having
resources or technology for publishing/printing. While
in Pretoria, WaH & I visited the Africa Institute, the
most important research institution on Africa in that
continent. It was set up in 1961 as an academic institution attached to some university, but at some point the
apartheid gvt. began to financially support It, in order
to tum it into a machinery of the establishment, and as
such it functioned ever since. After 1990 I think It
had some progressive input - at least that was the
impression I gathered when in 1991 a West German
foundation invited CEAMO (me) for a Seminar in Windhoek
with people from the Africa Institute and from the
Moscow Africa Institute. The South African Africa
lnstitute's director at the time was a very readionary
jew born in Tanzania; there were also a couple of other
reasearchers who looked like apartheid spooks, and then
still a couple pthers who openly dissented from them
from at least liberal positions. Well, to cut with the
tlistoric ambiance, when Walt & I went to the Institute
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we met the new director, Dr. Eddy Maloka. He showed us
around the place and gave us some excellent books & maps
& stuff' that they were doing, and he explained to us
that now they were virtually a party (ANC) instit\rtion
just llke CEAMO (CCP), and that he had (and this was the
first New South African Institution where I heard such
_
a thing) •,hrown out" all the old people -- "old", of
course, not meaning age wise. He also commented on his
new •extension" policies: to reach out to schools &
other South African institutions to disseminate
information on Africa. It might be, like I said, a long
shot, but perhaps you might contact him, tell him
about your book/calendar project (and why not? perhaps
also your book on Chris Hani) and see where you might
get from there. I told you In my last E-Mail that Dr.
Maloka might be coming to Cuba for CEAMO's seminar in
late November, so that gives you a pretext for writing ~
to him anyway.
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Another alley to explore, as I concocted in my feverish
mind, is the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Do you have
contacts there? Anyway, I know they buy/get a lot of
calendar/diaries to distribute to SAn embassies abroad,
and these, in tum, give them as gifts to their priviledged contacts in each countries. Every year, CEAMO
gets a couple of those beautiful calendars, with gorgeous tourist all-colour photos for each week. Perhaps
they might conclude the time has come for a more
political imput ln their annual calendars. I don't know
if you will follow this up, but I have a meeting pending
with Lenine (he met us at Havana airport, as friendly as
ever, and was delighted to hear that everything had gone
well and that you were In good health -- we did not tell
him that if we would have stayed another week, you would
probably be on drugs by now--). So when we finally meet
with him to tell him about our trip in detail (with all
the ambiance) I will give him a copy of the promotion of
your diary-calendar; he might be able to do something
from there, with John's help. The thing is that I think
you have not yet tried to get some INSTITUTIONAL orders
on your forthcoming diary/calendar, and I think that
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs might be one possibility.
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Your last E-Mall arrived on a Saturday, and on Monday I
was calling CEAMO (I was on vacation since Friday, for
9 days) to see if I had any messages from you, but
got no reply, so I only got it when I went there on
Tuesday, when the UDW panel on the TRC was probably in
session. Anyway, rd be happy to get information on
~
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